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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The Client has requested an Architect's help in documenting the architectural approach to a new home page. The requirements provided

by the business are:

* Multiple areas of static image content, some may need text shown at well

* The content page must be Realizable

* A carousel of featured products must be shown below a banner 101191

* Recommended categories will be featured based on the time of year

Which two solutions would fulfil these requirements?

Choose 2 answers

Options: 
A- Leverage B2C Commerce Content Management Service

B- Leverage B2C Commerce locales in Business Manager

C- Leverage B2C Commerce content slots and assets



D- Leverage B2C Commerce Page Designer with a dynamic layout.

Answer: 
C, D

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

While validating a LINK Cartridge for inclusion into the solution, an Architect notices that the UNK cartridge documentation requires the

Architect to add a script node to a Pipeline in the storefront cartridge. The script is also a valid CommonJS module.

Which approach can the Architect use to Integrate this cartridge into a site that uses Controllers only?

Options: 
A- Copy and paste the script that is required directly into the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, then execute the correct method

B- Add the script that Is required via a require statement In the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute the correct

method.

C- Add the script that is required via a Module, exports statement m the Controller add the appropriate arguments, and execute the

correct method.



D- Add the script that is required via an import$cript statement in the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute the correct

method.

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A client has a single site with multiple domains, locales, and languages. After launch, there is a need for the client to perform offline

maintenance. The client would like to show the same maintenance page for each locale.

Which version of aliases,Json file below will accomplish this task?

A)

B)



D)

Options: 
A- Option A

B- Option B

C- Option C

D- Option D

Answer: 



D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An Architect is configuring a data replication schedule.

Which task(s) can be removed In order to reduce replication times?

Options: 
A- Campaign

B- Static content

C- Storefront URLs

D- Search Indexes

Answer: 
D



Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The Client has just acquired a new brand and wants to Integrate the new brand s current ecommerce site into a current realm as a new

site. The acquisition has its own Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system for product data and inventory. The new site will use the

existing realm's Order Management System (OHS) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system.

What two requirements does the Architect need to keep in mind when creating the technical specification document?

Choose 2 answers

Options: 
A- A new customer export Job must be created to export customers.

B- A new product Import Job must be created to manage products.

C- A new inventory Import Job must be created to manage inventory.

D- A new order export job must be created to export orders.

Answer: 
B, C



Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An existing B2C Commerce site has the following aliases configuration:



Which statement related to this configuration is incorrect?

Options: 



A- Hostname www example.co.uk will redirect to www.example.com/uk.

B- Hostname www.example.com will redirect to www example com/us

C- Hostname www.example.de will redirect to www.example.com/de.

D- Site supports multiple hostnames and locates.

Answer: 
B

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An ecommerce site has dynamic shipping cost calculation. it allows the customers to see their potential shipping costs on the Product

Detail Page before adding an item to the cart.

For this feature, shipping touts are calculated using the following logic:

* Set the shipping method on the Basket

* Add the item to the basket, calculate the basket total and get the shipping cost for this method

* Remove the item from the Basket to restore the original state



* The above process is repeated for each shipping method

During the testing it was discovered that the above code violates the spi.basket.addResolveInSameResquest quota.

What should the Architect do to resolve this issue and maintain the business requirement?

Options: 
A- Omit the removal of the Item and speed up the process for the customer by adding the product to the basket for them.

B- Omit the calculation of shipping cost until the customer is ready to check out and has chosen the shipping method they want to

C- Wrap each Individual step of the process its own transaction Instead of using one transaction for all steps.

D- Wrap the adding of product and shipping cost calculation in a transaction which Is then rolled back to restore the original state

Answer: 
B
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